Handout/
Exercise I-2

Ignatius’ First Principal and Foundation
As a help during Section I retreat founder Ignatius puts before us
what he refers to as the First Principle and Foundation. (See
attached) In many ways it was his “mission statement” ... a
comprehensive look at what he believed most important.
During Section I of this retreat you might want to simply reflect,
meditate upon and pray over his First Principle (making notations
in your journal as you go). You may also want to meditate on
Ephesians 1: 3-14, noting that it was the basis for Ignatius’ First
Principle and Foundation.
“All other things”
There is no better medium to take in, observe, appreciate, revel
in, get lost in, be overwhelmed by, etc. the magnificence of God
than that we step out into creation ... into nature. Ignatius put it
well:
“All other things on the face of the earth
were created for man to help us attain
the end for which we were created.”
And lest we miss this ... all other things does means all!
-all that came to be during the six days of Creation
-all that has been birthed by the creativeness God
instilled in man
-all of our experiences, remembrances, imaginations,
relationships and thoughts

First ...
This is a wonderful Exercise to simply take time to wander in the
beauties of nature ... slowly moving about ... observing what we
so often miss ... taking in deeply what we so often only glance
at ...
just reveling in the God Who could even conceive of such
“all other things” ... much less create them.
Take your time ... walk slowly ... stop often ... allow God to speak
to you ... and then you speak to Him.

Then ...
Secondly, do give ample time to reflect upon the gifts you’ve
received over the course of your own life. As you consider each
gift you might want to ask the question, “Where were You O Lord
in my receiving this particular gift/blessing?”
Consider carefully what “All other things” means to you ... both
past and present. You might want to take the categories below
and reflect/journal as to how various events/people/gifts/
experiences/etc. over the course of your life helped you to ...
“ ... attain the end for which
you were created.”
AND TO
“ ... want and choose what better leads to
God deepening His life in me.”
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Some Categories of “All other things” ...
People you’ve known
Spouse
Children/Grandchildren
Education
Parents/Grandparents
Places you’ve lived
Churches you’ve attended
Employment you’ve had
Spiritual experiences
Financial resources you’ve had
Places you’ve gone
Animals
Health
Hobbies you’ve loved
Things you’ve seen
Other, etc.
Use your journal ... allow God to speak to you through your
reflections, written prayers and meditations.
Gratitude
Of critical importance, Ignatius often spoke of ‘gratitude’ as being
the key virtue of the Christian life. Meditating on the First Principle
and/or Ephesians 1 ... and luxuriating in the creativeness of God
in nature, and the gifts He has lavished you with, let gratitude flow
freely from the depths during this time of quiet and silence.
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